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New Directions in Trafficking History:  

The Intersection of Intimate Labor and Migration  

By Jessica R. Pliley  

An extensive annotated bibliography supplementing this 
article appears online on the IEHS Blog. 

Many historians of prostitution, sex work, and intimate 
labor have become cutting-edge immigration historians. 
These scholars bridge traditional divides in the study of 
trafficking to consider the ways in which the history of 
“the traffic in women” is intimately related to histories of 
global labor, slavery and unfree labor, and migration and 
migration control, as well as to prostitution and sexuality. 
Historians have long noted that the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries were awash with moral panic 
over migrating sex workers, while they saw the prolifera-
tion of terms such as “white slavery,” “traite des 
blanches,” “Mädchenhandel,” and “traffic in women,” for 
what is known today as sex trafficking or modern slavery.1 
Migration formed a backdrop for these earlier studies; 
recent scholarship has centered the migrating female sub-

ject to reexamine anxieties about trafficking. 

Recently, a new generation of scholars has taken up the 
topic of trafficking, no doubt inspired by current 
“melomentaries,” to use Carole Vance’s useful phase,2 the 
debates about the UN’s Protocol to Prevent, Suppress, 
and Punish Trafficking, the fights among feminists over 
questions of consent and exploitation within sex work, 
and the role of moral panics about sex trafficking in fo-
menting and fortifying white nationalism. Unlike their 
peers who research prostitution and trafficking in the con-
temporary context, these feminist historians share a com-
mon conceptual orientation toward the ethics of policing 
sex work. As Judith Walkowitz recently noted, feminist 
historians agree that “prostitution is and remains a form 
of sexual labor; intensified policing has negative effects on 
women in the sex trade; feminist interventions on behalf 
of their lost sisters have had a decidedly mixed out-
come.”3 

The new research on the history of intimate labor, prosti-
tution, and migration seeks to globalize the historiography 
of women and migration (see online supplemental bibliog-
raphy). This new work draws upon Eileen Boris and Rhacel 
Salazar Parreñas’ notion of “intimate labor” which, as they 
theorize, describes work that “attends to the sexual, bodi-
ly, health, and care of individuals.”4 Taking the insights of 
intimate labor, this new generation of scholars, scholars 
like Sandy Chang, Caroline Séquin, and Keely Stauter-
Halsted, have considered the ways that women who mi-
grated as wives, domestic servants, and prostitutes in the 
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries prompted 
middle-class observers to worry about international sex 
trafficking, concerns that were voiced in their most racial-
ized idiom as white slavery. Yet these scholars collectively 
try to center migrants’ agency, even if that agency is con-
strained by violence, compromised by the archive, or con-
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From the IEHS President 

It’s a great honor for me to take on 
the role of president of the Immigra-
tion and Ethnic History Society. I do 
so at a time when our field is more 
relevant to public discourse than 
ever and when our scholarship, 
teaching, and public outreach can 
and must make a difference.  

Let me begin by thanking our out-
going president, Madeline Hsu. Dur-

ing her tenure, Madeline promoted the public dissemina-
tion of immigration scholarship, expanded our presence at 
the meetings of other learned societies, enhanced the di-
versity of our executive board, and embarked on an ambi-
tious overhaul of our website. I also want to salute Made-
line’s predecessor, Maria Cristina García, who has just 
completed nine years of service as vice-president, presi-
dent, and ex-officio board member. On behalf of the socie-
ty, let me also extend particular thanks and appreciation 
to Tim Draper, who served as secretary of the IEHS from 
2009 to 2021, working with no fewer than four presi-
dents—Barbara Posadas and Hasia Diner as well as Made-
line Hsu and Maria Cristina García.  

Together, these colleagues helped build the IEHS we have 
today. It’s a tough act to follow, but the task is less 
daunting given the current vitality of our organization. We 
are especially fortunate that Monique Laney has taken on 
the role of treasurer from Tyler Anbinder, who did great 
work in clarifying and consolidating our financial structure. 
We are equally fortunate that Maddalena Marinari is as-
suming the role of vice-president/president elect. This is 
the time, also, for me to thank the outgoing members of 
our board and welcome the new members. Matt Garcia, 
Beth Lew-Williams, and Ellen Wu have stepped down after 
serving three-year terms, and Julie Greene, Yuridia Ramí-
rez, and Andy Urban have joined the board. 

In mapping out the agenda for the coming year, I have 
identified three priorities. The digital communications 
team, led by Heather Lee and Bryan Zehngut-Willits, is 
about to unveil a brand new website and roll out a re-
vamped communications strategy, which we will be imple-
menting with the board’s help in the coming months. The 
programming committee, chaired by Maddalena Marinari, 
will be figuring out the best combination of in-person and 
online presentations as we enter the “new normal,” what-
ever that turns out to look like. And the professional ethics 
committee, under the leadership of Madeline Hsu and 

Deborah Kang and joined by several new members, will 
implement our new policy on professional ethics and sexu-
al harassment. 

Building on these three initiatives, the IEHS can play a vital 
public role in deploying historical knowledge to combat 
racism and other forms of discrimination. With our new 
communications strategy, a dynamic approach to academ-
ic and public programming, and a heightened commitment 
to professional ethics, we are better placed than ever to 
do so. I look forward to working with all you as we enrich 
all aspects of our vital field. 

Kevin Kenny, April 26, 2021 
 

Implementing Sexual Harassment Policy  

By Madeline Y. Hsu 

In alignment with professional associations such as the 
AHA, OAH, WHA, LAWCHA, and SHAFR, IEHS has devel-
oped a sexual harassment policy which we are proceeding 
to implement. While president, I convened a professional 
ethics policy committee that included Alan Kraut, Debbie 
Kang, and Rosina Lozano. In designing a policy tailored to 
the specific configuration and membership of IEHS, we 
drew extensively on the approaches of similar organiza-
tions and consulted an attorney regarding best practices 
and limiting liability. The board discussed and voted to 
approve this policy at our 2020 annual meeting. The full 
text may be found at IEHS Sexual Harassment Policy. 

The policy sets forth our professional and communal val-
ues as a set of standards of interpersonal conduct to en-
sure equitable and safe conditions for all participants in 
IEHS events and programs. Our implementation measures 
include requiring acknowledgement of having read the 
statement when joining or renewing IEHS membership. At 
each IEHS sponsored event, such as panels, meetings, and 
the annual dinner, we will field two sexual harassment 
committee members to receive complaints and take ap-
propriate measures to resolve the situation. The sexual 
harassment committee members will wear identifying 
badges. The current members taking this responsibility—
Kevin Kenny, Debbie Kang, Hasia Diner, Maddalena Mari-
nari, Leigh Ann Wilson, Mark Steiner, Rosina Lozano, and 
I—have received training from the consultant Sherry 
Marts through AHA-sponsored workshops.   

We are recruiting more members for this committee—the 
online training takes about four hours. If you wish to help 
IEHS address this important ethical aspect of our profes-
sion or you have questions, please contact me at 
myhsu@austin.utexas.edu.  
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Judy Yung, a prolific scholar and community-engaged re-
searcher whose work played a crucial role in establishing 
and expanding the field of Asian American history, died at 
the age of 74 on December 14, 2020 in San Francisco. Ju-
dy’s contributions to the history of the Angel Island Immi-
gration Station and Chinese American women were par-
ticularly significant. 

Among her many awards and honors were: the 1982 
American Book Award for Island: Poetry and History of 
Chinese Immigrants on Angel Island, 1910–1940 (with 
Him Mark Lai and Genny Lim), both the 1996 History Book 
Award from the Association for Asian American Studies 
and the 1996 Robert G. Athearn Book Award from the 
Western History Association for Unbound Feet: A Social 
History of Chinese Women in San Francisco, the 2006 Life-
time Achievement Award from the Association for Asian 
American Studies, the 2007 Annie Soo Spirit Award from 
Chinese Historical Society of America, the 2011 Caughey 
Western History Prize for Angel Island: Immigrant Gate-
way to America (with Erika Lee), the 2015 Immigrant Her-
itage Award in Education from the Angel Island Immigra-
tion Station Foundation, and the 2019 IEHS Lifetime 
Achievement and Distinguished Service Award. 

The daughter of Chinese immigrants, Judy was the fifth of 
six children raised in a two-room Chinatown tenement in 
San Francisco. Her father was a hotel janitor. Her mother 
was a garment worker in Chinatown. She attended San 
Francisco State College (later renamed San Francisco 
State University) and earned her BA in 1967 with a double 
major in Chinese studies and English. She graduated from 
UC Berkeley with her MA in library science.  

Judy began her career as a public librarian working at the 

2021 Awards  

Theodore Saloutos Book Award 
Uzma Quraishi, Redefining the Immigrant South: Indian 
and Pakistani Immigration to Houston during the Cold 
War (University of North Carolina Press). 

Honorable Mention: Adam Goodman, Deportation Ma-
chine: America’s Long History of Expelling Immigrants 
(Princeton University Press). 

First Book Award 
Ashley Johnson Bavery, Bootlegged Aliens Immigration 
Politics on America’s Northern Border (University of 
Pennsylvania Press).  

Honorable Mention: Adam Goodman, Deportation Ma-
chine: America’s Long History of Expelling Immigrants 
(Princeton University Press). 

Outstanding Dissertation Award 
Brianna Nofil, “Detention Power: Jails, Camps, and the 
Origins of Immigrant Incarceration, 1900–
2002” (Columbia University). 

Honorable Mention: Katherine Reed, “Graffiti at Ellis Is-
land: Personal Testimony, Mark-Making and Experiences 
of Immigration Detention, 1900–1924” (Manchester Uni-
versity). 

George E. Pozzetta Dissertation Awards 
Lauren Catterson, “Disreputable Conduct: Misfeasance, 
Malfeasance, and the US Immigration Service, 1903 to 
1940” (University of Toronto).  

Jonathan Cortez, “The Age of Encampment: Race, Sur-
veillance, and the Power of Spatial Scripts, 1933–
1950” (Brown University). 

Carlton C. Qualey Memorial Award (Journal of American 
Ethnic History) 
Laura Madokoro, “‘From Citizens to Refugees’: Japanese 
Canadians and the Search for Wartime Sanctuary,” Jour-
nal of American Ethnic History 39, no. 3 (Spring 2020): 17
–48. 

Honorable Mention: Sam Vong, “‘Assets of War’: Strate-
gic Displacements, Population Movements, and the Uses 
of Refugees during the Vietnam War, 1965–1973,” Jour-
nal of American Ethnic History 39, no. 3 (Spring 2020): 75
–100.   

 

 

 

In Memoriam: Judy Yung, 1946–2000 

By Erika Lee 
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Oakland Public Library. She then opened the first Asian 
public library in America in 1976 in the Chinatown branch 
of the San Francisco Public Library in the 1970s. Frustrated 
with lack of scholarship and books related to the experi-
ences of Chinese American women, Judy left her job and 
entered graduate school as a member of the first class of 
students in Berkeley’s doctoral program in ethnic studies. 
In 1990, she was hired as an assistant professor in the 
American Studies Department at UC Santa Cruz, was ten-
ured, and eventually served as chair before retiring in 
2004. On campus, her impact was palpable. She earned 
many teaching awards and was named commencement 
speaker four times.  

Over the course of her career, she wrote, co-wrote, or 
edited eight books. Along with Him Mark Lai and Genny 
Lim, Judy conducted dozens of oral history interviews that 
would become the basis for the now-seminal book Island: 
Poetry and History of Chinese Immigrants on Angel Island, 
1910–1940 (1980). This book was “not a best seller,” Judy 
and Genny Lim explained in 2014, but it “had a profound 
impact in the fields of American literature and U.S. histo-
ry.” More important, they continued, it “openly aired the 
dark secrets of racial exclusion and illegal immigration,” 
thereby serving “as a catharsis as well as an exoneration 
of those who had been imprisoned on Angel Island.” With 
the publication of Island, the preservation of the Angel 
Island Immigration Station, and the bestowal of National 
Historic Landmark status on it in 1998, the history of Angel 
Island became an indelible part of American history.  

Judy’s books Unbound Feet: A Social History of Chinese 
Women in San Francisco (1995) and Unbound Voices: A 
Documentary History of Chinese Women in San Francis-
co (1999) were major contributions to immigration histo-
ry, Asian American history, and US women’s history. Texas 
cowboy and World War Two veteran Eddie Fung was the 
subject of her next book. The two enjoyed their oral histo-
ry sessions so much that they decided to marry. The Ad-
ventures of Eddie Fung: Chinatown Kid, Texas Cowboy, 
Prisoner of War (2007) was a labor of love in more ways 
than one, and until his recent death, Judy and Eddie were 
inseparable.   

Judy and I paired up to write Angel Island: Immigrant 
Gateway to America, 1910–1920, which was published in 
2010 to mark the centennial of the Angel Island Immigra-
tion Station’s opening and which benefits the Angel Island 
Immigration Station Foundation. She also revisited and 
expanded Island in an updated and revised edition in 2014 
with new sources, interviews, and research discoveries. 

Her last book was The Chinese Exclusion Act and Angel 
Island: A Brief History with Documents in 2018. 

On a personal note, I was privileged to work with Judy on 
many occasions. First as a student researcher for Unbound 
Voices, as a fellow board member on the Angel Island Im-
migration Station Foundation, and then as a co-author for 
our book on Angel Island. Her intellectual generosity, 
mentorship, commitment to community-driven research, 
and scholarly meticulousness and brilliance shaped my 
own work in countless ways, and I aspire to follow her 
example in everything that I do.  

In all of her work, Judy was a passionate storyteller, a 
community-centered researcher, and an advocate for tell-
ing the diverse histories of immigrants and immigrant 
women with a depth and respect that not only made their 
lives come alive, but also insured that their stories will be 
told and retold for generations of readers. 

Many IEHS members have been active participants in the 
campaign to end anti-Asian violence and harassment. In 
the wake of the Atlanta murders on March 12, the IEHS 
signed on to the AHA Statement on Violence again Asians 
and Asian Americans and presented its own denunciation 
of racist and misogynist violence against Asian women—
and white supremacy more broadly. The IEHS statement 
includes a discussion of the implications of “benign ne-
glect and chosen indifference” and provides links to re-
sources for teaching, acting in solidarity, and bystander 
intervention. 

Hazemali, David and Matjaz Klemencic. “The History of 
the Slovene Parish of the Sacred Heart of Jesus in Barber-
ton, Ohio.” Bogoslovni Vestnik 79, no. 2 (January 2019): 
505–20.  

Hazemali, David and M. M. Friš. “‘Our Austro-
Sympathizers Were Silenced as Though by a Shot’: Status 
of the Slovenian Community in The United States during 
WWI.” Acta Histriae 26, no. 3 (January 2018): 899–922. 

Varela-Lago, Ana. “Identidad nacional entre los españoles 
de Estados Unidos, 1875–1975,” in Hacer patria lejos de 
casa: Nacionalismo español, migración y exilio en Europa y 
América, 1870–1975, ed. Marcela García Sebastiani and 
Xosé M. Nuñez Seixas, 119–45. Zaragoza, Spain: Prensas 
de la Universidad de Zaragoza, 2020. 
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Confronting Anti-Asian Hate 

Spotlight on Non-English-Language Work 

https://www.historians.org/news-and-advocacy/aha-advocacy/aha-statement-on-violence-against-asians-and-asian-americans-(march-2021)
https://www.historians.org/news-and-advocacy/aha-advocacy/aha-statement-on-violence-against-asians-and-asian-americans-(march-2021)
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https://www.researchgate.net/publication/337347159_The_History_of_the_Slovene_Parish_of_the_Sacred_Heart_of_Jesus_in_Barberton_Ohio_Slovenska_zupnija_presvetega_Srca_Jezusovega_v_Barbertonu_Ohio_skozi_zgodovino
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/337347159_The_History_of_the_Slovene_Parish_of_the_Sacred_Heart_of_Jesus_in_Barberton_Ohio_Slovenska_zupnija_presvetega_Srca_Jezusovega_v_Barbertonu_Ohio_skozi_zgodovino
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/337347159_The_History_of_the_Slovene_Parish_of_the_Sacred_Heart_of_Jesus_in_Barberton_Ohio_Slovenska_zupnija_presvetega_Srca_Jezusovega_v_Barbertonu_Ohio_skozi_zgodovino
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/332211880_our_austro-sympathizers_were_silenced_as_though_by_a_shot_Status_of_the_Slovenian_community_in_the_United_States_during_the_First_world_war_Nasi_simpatizerji_Avstrije_so_bili_utisani_kot_z_nabojem_Pol
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/332211880_our_austro-sympathizers_were_silenced_as_though_by_a_shot_Status_of_the_Slovenian_community_in_the_United_States_during_the_First_world_war_Nasi_simpatizerji_Avstrije_so_bili_utisani_kot_z_nabojem_Pol
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/332211880_our_austro-sympathizers_were_silenced_as_though_by_a_shot_Status_of_the_Slovenian_community_in_the_United_States_during_the_First_world_war_Nasi_simpatizerji_Avstrije_so_bili_utisani_kot_z_nabojem_Pol
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/332211880_our_austro-sympathizers_were_silenced_as_though_by_a_shot_Status_of_the_Slovenian_community_in_the_United_States_during_the_First_world_war_Nasi_simpatizerji_Avstrije_so_bili_utisani_kot_z_nabojem_Pol
https://puz.unizar.es/2214-hacer-patria-lejos-de-casa-nacionalismo-espanol-migracion-y-exilio-en-europa-y-america-1870-2010.html
https://puz.unizar.es/2214-hacer-patria-lejos-de-casa-nacionalismo-espanol-migracion-y-exilio-en-europa-y-america-1870-2010.html
https://puz.unizar.es/2214-hacer-patria-lejos-de-casa-nacionalismo-espanol-migracion-y-exilio-en-europa-y-america-1870-2010.html
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Braun- Strumfels, Lauren. “Binational Gatekeep-
ers: The Italian Government and US Border En-
forcement in the 1890s.” Labor: Studies in Work-
ing Class History 18, no. 1 (March 2021): 10–37.  

Chin, Gabriel J. “A Nation of White Immigrants: 
State and Federal Racial Preferences for White 
Noncitizens.” Boston University Law Review 100, 
no. 4 (September 2020): 1271–1313. 

Coleman, Sarah R. The Walls Within: The Politics 
of Immigration in Modern America. Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2021. 

Demmer, Amanda. After Saigon’s Fall: Refu-
gees and US-Vietnamese Relations, 1975–
2000. New York: Cambridge University 
Press, 2021. 

Frost, Amanda. You Are Not American: Citi-
zenship Stripping from Dred Scott to the 
Dreamers. Boston: Beacon Press, 2021. 

Gerber, David A.  American Immigration: A 
Very Short Introduction. Second Edition. 
New York: Oxford University Press, 2021. 

Greene, Hannah. “The Cost of Labor: Lillian Wald, 
Maternal Health, and the Politics of Birth Control.” 
American Jewish History 104, no. 4 (October 2020): 
515–32. 

Hoffman, Beatrix. “Immigrant Sanctuary or Danger: 
Health Care and Hospitals in the United 
States.” Migration and Society 4, no. 1 
(2021): 62–75. 

McMahon, Cian T. The Coffin Ship: Life and 
Death at Sea during the Great Irish Fam-
ine. New York: New York University Press, 
2021. 

Sánchez, George J. Boyle Heights: How a 
Los Angeles Neighborhood Became the Fu-
ture of American Democracy. Berkley: Uni-
versity of California Press, 2021. 

Schrag, Zachary M. The Fires of Philadelph-
ia: Citizen-Soldiers, Nativists, and the 1844 
Riots Over the Soul of a Nation. New York: Simon 
& Schuster, 2021. 

Soyer, Daniel, ed. The Jewish Metropolis: New 
York from the 17th to the 21st Century. Boston: 

Academic Studies Press, 2021. 

Steiner, Mark E. Lincoln and Citizenship. 
Carbondale: Southern Illinois University 
Press, 2021. 

Urban, Andy. “‘We Are Workers in 
a Workplace Who Have Rights’: 
Unionization, COVID-19, and the 
Place of Labor at the Lower East 
Side Tenement Museum.” The 
Public Historian 43, no. 2 (May 
2021): 81–102. 

Varela-Lago, Ana. “Translating 
Spain to the United States 
during the Cuban War of Inde-
pendence: Mary J. Serrano 
and the Associated Spanish 
and Cuban Press.” Hispania 
103, no, 1 (March 2020): 97–
107. 

Valerio-Jiménez, Omar. “La 
Caravana de la Reconquista: 
The Brown Berets Contest 
Memories of Conquest” 
in Rewriting the Chicano 

Movement: New Histories of Mexican 
American Activism in the Civil Rights 
Era, ed. Mario García and Ellen 
McCracken, 71–91. Tucson: University 
of Arizona Press, 2021. 

Valerio-Jiménez, Omar. “Re-
futing History Tales: Collec-
tive Memories, Mexican Tex-
ans, and Texas History.” 
Southwestern Historical 
Quarterly 123, no. 4 (April 
2020): 390–418. 

Young, Elliott. Forever Pris-
oners: How the United States 
Made the World’s Largest 
Immigration Detention Sys-
tem. New York: Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 2021. 

Winston, Bryan. Mapping the Mexican 
Midwest (digital history project), 2021, 
https://

RECENT MEMBER PUBLICATIONS 

https://read.dukeupress.edu/labor/article/18/1/10/170155/Binational-GatekeepersThe-Italian-Government-and
https://read.dukeupress.edu/labor/article/18/1/10/170155/Binational-GatekeepersThe-Italian-Government-and
https://read.dukeupress.edu/labor/article/18/1/10/170155/Binational-GatekeepersThe-Italian-Government-and
http://www.bu.edu/bulawreview/volume-100-number-4-september-2020/
http://www.bu.edu/bulawreview/volume-100-number-4-september-2020/
http://www.bu.edu/bulawreview/volume-100-number-4-september-2020/
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691180281/the-walls-within
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691180281/the-walls-within
http://services.cambridge.org/us/academic/subjects/history/american-history-after-1945/after-saigons-fall-refugees-and-us-vietnamese-relations-19752000
http://services.cambridge.org/us/academic/subjects/history/american-history-after-1945/after-saigons-fall-refugees-and-us-vietnamese-relations-19752000
http://services.cambridge.org/us/academic/subjects/history/american-history-after-1945/after-saigons-fall-refugees-and-us-vietnamese-relations-19752000
http://www.beacon.org/You-Are-Not-American-P1634.aspx
http://www.beacon.org/You-Are-Not-American-P1634.aspx
http://www.beacon.org/You-Are-Not-American-P1634.aspx
https://global.oup.com/academic/product/american-immigration-a-very-short-introduction-9780197542422?cc=us&lang=en&
https://global.oup.com/academic/product/american-immigration-a-very-short-introduction-9780197542422?cc=us&lang=en&
https://muse.jhu.edu/article/785288
https://muse.jhu.edu/article/785288
https://www.berghahnjournals.com/view/journals/migration-and-society/4/1/arms040107.xml
https://www.berghahnjournals.com/view/journals/migration-and-society/4/1/arms040107.xml
https://www.berghahnjournals.com/view/journals/migration-and-society/4/1/arms040107.xml
https://nyupress.org/9781479808762/the-coffin-ship/
https://nyupress.org/9781479808762/the-coffin-ship/
https://nyupress.org/9781479808762/the-coffin-ship/
https://www.ucpress.edu/book/9780520237070/boyle-heights
https://www.ucpress.edu/book/9780520237070/boyle-heights
https://www.ucpress.edu/book/9780520237070/boyle-heights
https://www.simonandschuster.com/books/The-Fires-of-Philadelphia/Zachary-M-Schrag/9781643137285
https://www.simonandschuster.com/books/The-Fires-of-Philadelphia/Zachary-M-Schrag/9781643137285
https://www.simonandschuster.com/books/The-Fires-of-Philadelphia/Zachary-M-Schrag/9781643137285
https://www.academicstudiespress.com/landsandages/the-jewish-metropolis
https://www.academicstudiespress.com/landsandages/the-jewish-metropolis
http://siupress.siu.edu/books/978-0-8093-3813-9
https://online.ucpress.edu/tph/article-abstract/43/2/81/116825/We-Are-Workers-in-a-Workplace-Who-Have-Rights?redirectedFrom=fulltext
https://online.ucpress.edu/tph/article-abstract/43/2/81/116825/We-Are-Workers-in-a-Workplace-Who-Have-Rights?redirectedFrom=fulltext
https://online.ucpress.edu/tph/article-abstract/43/2/81/116825/We-Are-Workers-in-a-Workplace-Who-Have-Rights?redirectedFrom=fulltext
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tained in narratives of submission.  

Sex trafficking emerged in the early twentieth century as 
one arena of international governance. International 
meetings on white slavery were held in London in 1899, 
Paris in 1902, Madrid in 1910, and London in 1913. These 
meetings provided a space for national delegates to estab-
lish international norms codified in the first international 
anti-trafficking agreement: the 1904 International Agree-
ment for the Suppression of the White Slave Traffic.5 This 
convention established the principle that its signatories 
should be sharing information about traffickers. It was 
followed by the 1910 International Congress for the Sup-
pression of the White Slave Traffic, which called for the 
criminalization of sex slavery and the prostitution of mi-
nors. The 1921 International Convention for the Suppres-
sion of the Traffic in Women and Children followed, man-
dating that signatories license employment agencies and 
post notices of aid available to traveling women at ports 
and railway stations. Most significantly, the League of Na-
tions established a permanent committee tasked with 
monitoring the traffic in women and making recommen-
dations to the General Assembly of the League. Conse-
quently, historians like myself, Magaly Rodríguez García, 
and Jeanne Morefield, interested in international govern-
ance, human rights, and crime control have looked to the 
League of Nations records to map how the issue of 
trafficking led to the construction of international norms 
of migration control.6 

Recently, historians of women who sell sex have turned 
their attention to the ways that policing prostitution led to 
the growth of state power. Historians such as myself, Eva 
Payne, Julia Martinez, Philippa Hetherington, Liat Kozma, 
Torrie Hester, and Grace Peña Delgado look at local polic-
ing and carceral power, how immigration law and border 
control read women’s bodies and labor through a racial-
ized lens, and the military involvement in controlling pros-
titution. Much of this research takes the migrating woman 
who sold intimate labor as its subject. The moment of bor-
der crossing was critical because as a woman moved from 
one jurisdiction to another, she potentially posed a threat 
to the moral and physical health of her new nation. When 
the state regulated prostitution through the military, in 
contrast, the problem for public health officials was not 
the migrating woman, but the migrating soldier, who ex-
pected to be rewarded for martial valor with sex yet re-
mained vulnerable to venereal disease. Such moments 
produced the greatest anxiety and the clearest policy and 
enforcement outcomes. These questions about police 

power, incarceration, border control, deportation, and 
militarization reflect ongoing scholarly debates and also 
the anxieties about sex work, sex trafficking, and migra-
tion that are animating much contemporary debate. 

All historians of sex work must still contend with the issue 
created by the missing voices of the women who stood at 
the center of trafficking debates. Historians such as Julia 
Laite, Nancy Wingfield, and Elisa Camiscioli have taken up 
the challenge of interrogating migrating women’s agency. 
To highlight the agency of these women, we all engage in 
the feminist practice of reading against the grain. Yet this 
can be a frustrating experience because not only do the 
records mute, alter, or translate women’s voices into rec-
ognizable scripts of sexual slavery or sexual deviance, but 
they also present us with only brief glimpses of our wom-
en at the moment when they encounter the bureaucracy 
of the state or “rescue” agency. We rarely learn of wom-
en’s lives before or after they appear in the archives. Con-
sequently, these archival moments serve the interest of 
the state, render mute their (and our) object of study, and 
eliminate the fully human dimension of our migrating 
women. But they also document our women. Ironically, it 
was in the moments when the state suggested women 
had little agency that we find women’s migration docu-
mented, and in moments when the state recognized agen-
cy we lose sight of women migrating for intimate labor. 

In addition to reading against the grain, most historians of 
trafficking follow Ann Laura Stoler’s call to seek the mech-
anisms of governance in the archive.7 Together these 
works reveal an image of governance that includes over-
lapping systems of carceral and border control; public-
private partnerships that could be fraught with tension; 
the geopolitical considerations of population manage-
ment; production of the border and migration control 
through the construction of the categories of legal and 
illegal, legitimate and illegitimate; and the construction of 
racial and ethnic categories, particularly within imperial 
spaces. The processes of immigration control constituted 
the category of the “illegal immigrant,” who was defined 
in part by the threat, if not the reality, of deportation and 
repatriation. In the US context, policing women’s sexuality 
underwrote the development of deportation and immigra-
tion policy. Prostitutes were one of the first categories of 
migrants to be declared illegal in the modern era (1875 in 
the US) and the examination of anti-trafficking governance 
at both the local and international level exposes the gen-
dered, racialized, and aged nature of the creation of an 
“international regulatory regime” of migration control.8 

Taking a global approach to histories of trafficking alerts 

(TRAFFICKING HISTORY  continued from page 1) 



us to the dynamic movement of women conducting inti-
mate labor. As border control measures became stricter in 
the early twentieth century, these women saw their free-
dom of mobility undermined at the very moment when 
feminists in the League of Nations were fighting to codify 
women’s right to independent citizenship, which would 
ensure their right to migrate and cross borders inde-
pendently.9 This juxtaposition reminds us that the free-
dom to migrate was gendered, but also classed and 
drenched in the politics of respectability. Women who 
migrated to sell sex sat outside the protections offered by 
the state and became dispossessed subjects as they were 
subjected to deportation regimes globally.  

Notes 

1. For a critique of the use of the language of modern slavery to 
describe sex trafficking, see Genevieve LeBaron, Jessica Pliley, 
and David Blight, eds, Fighting Modern Slavery and Human 
Trafficking: History and Contemporary Policy (New York: Cam-
bridge University Press, 2021). Important early works on the 
topic of sex trafficking include: Donna J. Guy, Sex and Danger in 
Buenos Aires: Prostitution, Family, and Nation in Argentina 
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1991); Ruth Rosen, The 
Lost Sisterhood: Prostitution in America, 1900–1918 (Baltimore: 
Johns Hopkins Press, 1982); Mark Thomas Connelly, The Re-
sponse to Prostitution in the Progressive Era (Chapel Hill: Univer-
sity of North Carolina Press, 1980); Philippa Levine, Prostitution, 
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(Routledge: New York, 2003); Antoinette Burton, Burdens of 
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1865–1915 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 
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California Press, 2002). 
2. Carole S. Vance, “Innocence and Experience: Melodramatic 
Narratives of Sex Trafficking and Their Consequences for Law 
and Policy,” History of the Present 2 (Fall 2012): 200–18, 204–
205. 
3. See Judith Walkowitz, “Response,” Journal of Women’s Histo-
ry 29, no. 4 (Winter 2017): 181–95, quotation on 181. 
4. Quoted in Rhacel Salazar Parreñas, Rachel Silvey, and Hung 
Cam Tai, eds., Intimate Industries: Restructuring (Im)material 
Labor (Durham: Duke University Press, 2016), 2. See also Eileen 
Boris and Rhacel Salazar Parreñas, Intimate Labors: Cultures, 
Technologies, and the Politics of Care (Stanford: Stanford Social 
Sciences, 2010). 
5. The convention also established travelers’ aid relief in railway 
stations and ports, set up protocols for the repatriation of for-
eign prostitutes, and regulated employment agencies that oper-
ated in more than one country. Over twenty countries, including 
the leading imperial powers, eventually signed the world’s first 
international anti-trafficking treaty. 
6. Stephanie Limoncelli, The Politics of Trafficking: The First In-
ternational Movement to Combat the Sexual Exploitation of 

Women (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2010). You can find 
the text of the treaties online in the United Nations Treaty Col-
lection (https://treaties.un.org/).   
7. Ann Laura Stoler, Along the Archival Grain: Epistemic Anxie-
ties and Colonial Common Sense (Princeton: Princeton Universi-
ty Press, 2009). 
8. Adam McKeown, Melancholy Order: Asian Migration and 
Globalization of Borders (New York: Columbia University Press, 
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9. Katarina Leppänen, “The Conflicting Interests of Women's 
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Married Women's Nationality in the 1930s,” NORA – Nordic 
Journal of Feminist and Gender Research 17, no. 4 (2009): 240–
55. 
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State University, is the author of Policing Sexuality: The Mann 
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